This presentation focuses on texts recovered from Zapotec knowledge bearers considered to be living codices who safeguard the memory of the Peoples of the Clouds. The texts are from Juchitán in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and from San Bartolomé Loxicha in the Souther Sierra, in Oaxaca, both Zapotec towns but with distinct Zapotec languages and cultural practices.

Emiliano Cruz Santiago will present a collection of omens and superstitions which are deemed truths by the people of San Bartolomé Loxicha. Víctor Cata will give a voice to the echoes of the Libana, ceremonial speeches that consacrate the act of marriage in Isthmus Zapotec communities.

The voices recovered through these two language and knowledge documentation efforts bear witness to distinct philosophies, cosmogonies and literary traditions. Further, they provide evidence of the changes taking place among the Peoples of the Clouds and in their cultures and languages which are under pressure given the dominance of Spanish in Mexico.